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FINAL GRADE
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Annotated Bibliography
GRADEMARK REPORT

GENERAL COMMENTS

Instructor
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P/V  You have used the passive voice in this sentence. Depending upon what you wish to
emphasize in the sentence, you may want to revise it using the active voice.

Missing ","  You may need to place a comma af ter this word.

P/V  You have used the passive voice in this sentence. Depending upon what you wish to
emphasize in the sentence, you may want to revise it using the active voice.
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Confused  You have used a in this sentence. You may need to use an instead.

Missing ","  You may need to place a comma af ter this word.

P/V  You have used the passive voice in this sentence. Depending upon what you wish to
emphasize in the sentence, you may want to revise it using the active voice.

S/V  This subject and verb may not agree. Proof read the sentence to make sure the subject agrees
with the verb.

P/V  You have used the passive voice in this sentence. Depending upon what you wish to
emphasize in the sentence, you may want to revise it using the active voice.

Article Error  You may need to use an article bef ore this word. Consider using the article a.



P/V  You have used the passive voice in this sentence. Depending upon what you wish to
emphasize in the sentence, you may want to revise it using the active voice.

Article Error  You may need to remove this article.
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Prep.  You may be using the wrong preposition.

Possessive  This word may be a plural noun and may not need an apostrophe.

P/V  You have used the passive voice in this sentence. Depending upon what you wish to
emphasize in the sentence, you may want to revise it using the active voice.

Possessive  This word may be a plural noun and may not need an apostrophe.

P/V  You have used the passive voice in this sentence. Depending upon what you wish to
emphasize in the sentence, you may want to revise it using the active voice.

Article Error  You may need to remove this article.

Wrong Article  You may have used the wrong article or pronoun. Proof read the sentence to
make sure that the article or pronoun agrees with the word it describes.

Prep.  You may be using the wrong preposition.

Possessive  This word may be a plural noun and may not need an apostrophe.
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Possessive  This word may be a plural noun and may not need an apostrophe.

Possessive  This word may be a plural noun and may not need an apostrophe.

Prep.  You may be using the wrong preposition.

Wrong Form You may have used the wrong f orm of  this word.

Possessive  This word may be a plural noun and may not need an apostrophe.



Prep.  You may be using the wrong preposition.

Possessive  This word may be a plural noun and may not need an apostrophe.
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Possessive  This word may be a plural noun and may not need an apostrophe.

Frag.  This sentence may be a f ragment or may have incorrect punctuation. Proof read the sentence
to be sure that it has correct punctuation and that it has an independent clause with a complete
subject and predicate.

Possessive  This word may be a plural noun and may not need an apostrophe.

Prep.  You may be using the wrong preposition.

Possessive  This word may be a plural noun and may not need an apostrophe.

Article Error  You may need to remove this article.

P/V  You have used the passive voice in this sentence. Depending upon what you wish to
emphasize in the sentence, you may want to revise it using the active voice.
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IDEAS (20%)

EXCELLENT
(6)

GOOD
(5)

FAIR
(4)

PROFICIENT
(3)

PRESENT
(2)

ATTEMPTED
(1)

ORGANIZATION (20%)

EXCELLENT
(6)

GOOD
(5)

0 / 6

0 / 6

This includes the topic, support, and the details. In research papers, this would include credible sources.

The writ ing is particularly clear, f ocused and interesting. Thesis is specif ic and clear.
Other paragraphs completely and thoroughly support thesis. Arguments and
counterarguments are strong and well stated. Ideas are mature and demonstrate
thought, understanding and insight. Writer expertly includes techniques such as
f oreshadowing, f lashback, suspense, sequencing, etc.

Writ ing is clear and thesis is supported. Arguments and counterarguments are
presented. Main ideas support thesis by inclusion of  relevant details and credible
sources. Ideas are connected and demonstrate some insight. Writer includes
techniques such as f oreshadowing, f lashback, suspense, sequencing, etc.

Writ ing has a main idea or f ocus. Development is prof icient, but needs more detail,
description and overall clarity. Paper mostly supports thesis throughout writ ing essay.
Writer incudes some techniques such as f oreshadowing, f lashback, suspense,
sequencing, etc.

Essay demonstrates some f ocus and makes some connections to thesis.
Inf ormation does not all relate to thesis, or needs more explanation and elaboration.
Ideas need help connecting. Points need more clarity and support. Writer attempts to
include techniques such as f oreshadowing, f lashback, suspense, sequencing, etc.

Writ ing needs to be more f ocused. Thesis is present, but lacks support. Main ideas
need to be more clear and include examples and details f rom credible sources. Ideas
are not all connected and demonstrate litt le insight. Writer poorly includes techniques
such as f oreshadowing, f lashback, suspense, sequencing, etc.

The writ ing is not clear or f ocused. No thesis statement is present. Main ideas are
not organized or supported by relevant details and/or credible sources. Ideas are not
connected adequately. Writer makes no attempt to include techniques such as
f oreshadowing, f lashback, suspense, sequencing, etc.

0 / 6

How well ideas and inf ormation are placed in the writ ing.

The organization is very clear and enhances the writ ing’s purpose and main point or
thesis. Structure is well organized, well suited to purpose, and ideas are easily
understood. Writer has ef f ective sequencing, compelling components (beginning,
middle, end), creative introduction and insightf ul conclusion. Writ ing is characterized
by smooth, logical transit ions, sequence, details, and creativity.

The organization enhances the writ ing’s purpose and main point or thesis. Order and
structure are organized, suited to purpose, and ideas are easily understood. Writer
has ef f ective sequencing, obvious components (beginning, middle, end), good, clear,
and logical introduction and conclusion. Writ ing is characterized by good transit ions,
sequence, and details.



FAIR
(4)

PROFICIENT
(3)

PRESENT
(2)

ATTEMPTED
(1)

VOICE (10%)

EXCELLENT
(6)

GOOD
(5)

FAIR
(4)

The organization somewhat enhances the writ ing’s purpose and main point or thesis.
Order and structure are organized, somewhat suited to purpose, and ideas are able
to mostly be understood. Writer demonstrates sequencing, has the basic
components(beginning, middle, end), an introduction and conclusion. Writ ing could us
more details, depth, and creativity. Transit ions are more basic.

The writ ing has some structure and organization which support the purpose and main
point or thesis. Order and structure are not obvious and purpose and ideas are
unclear. Writer does not demonstrate sequencing, basic components(beginning,
middle, end), introduction and/or conclusion. Writ ing could use more details, depth,
and creativity.

The writ ing lacks structure and organization which support the purpose and main
point or thesis. Order and structure are not obvious and purpose and ideas are
unclear. Writer does not demonstrate sequencing, basic components (beginning,
middle, end), introduction and/or conclusion. Writ ing needs more details, depth, and
creativity.

Structure and order are missing. Writ ing does not f ollow logical sequence and
inf ormation does not support thesis. Writ ing contains what may be either an
introduction or a conclusion that does not support thesis. Transit ions are not used
and inf ormation is minimal.

0 / 6

How the inf ormation is conveyed. Includes tone, mood and relation to audience.

Writer has done an exceptional job of  choosing a voice best suited to the audience.
Writer also shows mastery in expression, enthusiasm and knowledge of  topic. Writ ing
is interesting and engaging f or audience. Writer demonstrates understanding of
appropriate closeness to reader (narrative writ ing is more personal, expository is
more f ormal) yet f ully engages reader nonetheless. Writer does an outstanding job of
connecting to the reader, and presents the reader with dif f ering perspectives on the
issues or topic. Writer is sincere and connects to reader through emotion, logic, and
clear communication.

Writer has done a good job choosing a voice well suited to the audience. Writer also
shows skill in expression, enthusiasm and knowledge of  topic. Writ ing is interesting
and engaging f or audience. Response to counterarguments is good. Writer
demonstrates understanding of  appropriate closeness to reader (narrative writ ing is
more personal, expository is more f ormal) yet f ully engages reader nonetheless.
Writer connects to the reader through sincerity, emotion, logic, and clear
communication.

Writer has chosen a voice suited to the audience. Writer also uses some expression,
enthusiasm and has basic knowledge of  topic. Writ ing is somewhat interesting and
engaging f or audience. Response to counterarguments is present. Writer
demonstrates some understanding of  appropriate closeness to reader (narrative
writ ing is more personal, expository is more f ormal) yet f ully engages reader
nonetheless. Writer is somewhat sincere and tries to appeal to the reader through
emotion and logic. Communication is clear.



PROFICIENT
(3)

PRESENT
(2)

ATTEMPTED
(1)

WORD CHOICE (15%)

EXCELLENT
(6)

GOOD
(5)

FAIR
(4)

PROFICIENT
(3)

PRESENT
(2)

ATTEMPTED
(1)

FLUENCY (15%)

Writer has chosen a voice. Writer attempts to use some expression and enthusiasm.
Response to counterarguments is attempted. Writer demonstrates litt le
understanding of  appropriate closeness to reader (narrative writ ing is more personal,
expository is more f ormal) and does not f ully engage reader. Some ef f ort is made to
connect to the reader. Communication and logic is somewhat present.

Writer has not chosen a consistent voice. Writer demonstrates litt le understanding of
appropriate closeness to reader (narrative writ ing is more personal, expository is
more f ormal) and does not f ully engage reader. Ef f ort is somewhat attempted to
connect to reader.

Writer has not chosen a voice. Writer demonstrates no understanding of  appropriate
closeness to reader (narrative writ ing is more personal, expository is more f ormal)
and does not f ully engage reader. No ef f ort to connect to reader. Is attempted.

0 / 6

Words are clear and chosen caref ully and specif ically f or writ ing type and purpose.

6. Message and meaning are conveyed exceptionally. Word choices are mature,
interesting, and well related to audience. Purpose is also exceptionally clear and
precise. Writer uses grade appropriate language and wording that are specif ic,
detailed, purposef ul and thoughtf ul. Figurative language is used skillf ully. New
vocabulary is used accurately and specif ically to create vivid imagery and clarity in the
piece.

5. Message and meaning are well conveyed. Word choices are mature, interesting, and
related to audience. Purpose is also clear and precise. Writer uses grade appropriate
language and wording that are specif ic, detailed, purposef ul and thoughtf ul.
Figurative language is used accurately. New vocabulary is used correctly.

Message and meaning are present. Word choices are somewhat mature, interesting,
and related to audience. Purpose is somewhat clear and precise. Writer attempts to
use f igurative language and new vocabulary. Word choices are adequate..

3. Message and meaning are somewhat present. Word choices attempt to be mature,
interesting, and related to audience. Purpose lacks clarity and precision. Attempt to
use f igurative language or new vocabulary is made. Word choices are average.

2. Message and meaning are not very clear. Word choices need to be more mature,
interesting, and/or related to audience. Purpose lacks precision. Litt le attempt to use
f igurative language or new vocabulary is made. Word choices are simple and basic.

Message and meaning are unclear. Word choices are not mature, interesting, and/or
related to audience. Purpose lacks precision. No attempt to use f igurative language
or new vocabulary is made. Word choices are basic.

0 / 6

How well the writ ing f lows. Also includes sentence variation and accuracy of  phrasing. Writ ing is smooth
and easy to read.



EXCELLENT
(6)

GOOD
(5)

FAIR
(4)

PROFICIENT
(3)

PRESENT
(2)

ATTEMPTED
(1)

The writ ing’s f low and f luency are smooth and ef f ective. Sentences demonstrate
attention to wording, varied structure, and natural rhythm. Variation in sentence type
and structure is well done, and the reader easily moves through the writ ing piece. No
grammatical sentence errors, such as f ragments, comma splices, or misplaced
modif iers are present. Writer has command of  structure, so unclear and vague
ref erence, awkward sentences, and tangents are not present. Writ ing style (quotes,
dialogue, source ref erences) is also well done. Writer is an expert on his/her topic.

The writ ing’s f low and f luency are ef f ective. Sentences demonstrate attention to
wording, varied structure, and natural rhythm. Variation in sentence type and structure
is present, and the reader is able to get through the writ ing piece. A f ew grammatical
sentence errors, such as f ragments, comma splices, or misplaced modif iers are
present. Writer has command of  structure, with only some unclear and vague
ref erences, awkward sentences, and/or tangents. Writ ing style (quotes, dialogue,
source ref erences) is also accomplished. Writer has suf f icient knowledge of  topic.

The writ ing’s f low and f luency are somewhat ef f ective. Sentences demonstrate some
attention to wording, varied structure, and natural rhythm. Variation in sentence type
and structure is attempted, and the reader is mostly able to get through the writ ing
piece. A f ew grammatical sentence errors, such as f ragments, comma splices, or
misplaced modif iers are present. Writer somewhat has command of  structure, with
some unclear and vague ref erences, awkward sentences, and/or tangents. Writ ing
style (quotes, dialogue, source ref erences) is also accomplished. Writer has some
knowledge of  topic.

The writ ing’s f low and f luency are marginal. Sentences somewhat demonstrate
attention to wording, varied structure, and natural rhythm. Variation in sentence type
and structure needs improvement, making it dif f icult f or the reader to get through the
writ ing piece. Several grammatical sentence errors, such as f ragments, comma
splices, or misplaced modif iers are present. Writer somewhat has command of
structure, with several unclear and vague ref erences, awkward sentences, and/or
tangents. Writ ing style (quotes, dialogue, source ref erences) also needs
improvement. Writer’s knowledge of  topic is marginal.

The writ ing’s f low and f luency need improvement. Sentences do not demonstrate
attention to wording, varied structure, and natural rhythm. Variation in sentence type
and structure needs improvement, making it very dif f icult f or the reader to get
through the writ ing piece. Several grammatical sentence errors, such as f ragments,
comma splices, or misplaced modif iers are present. Writer does not have command of
structure, with numerous unclear and vague ref erences, awkward sentences, and/or
tangents. Writ ing style (quotes, dialogue, source ref erences) also needs
considerable improvement. Writer demonstrates litt le understanding of  topic.

The writ ing’s f low and f luency is poor. Sentences do not demonstrate attention to
wording, varied structure, and natural rhythm. Variation in sentence type and structure
is not evident. Numerous grammatical sentence errors, such as f ragments, comma
splices, or misplaced modif iers are present. Writer does not have command of
structure, with numerous unclear and vague ref erences, awkward sentences, and/or
tangents. Writ ing style (quotes, dialogue, source ref erences)is also poor. Writer
demonstrates very litt le understanding of  topic.
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0 / 6

The nuts and bolts, essential tools of  writ ing. Mechanics, punctuation, spelling are all included.

Writ ing is exceptional and f ully demonstrates prof icient understanding of  writ ing
conventions ( grammar, punctuation, spelling, capitalization, paragraph structure and
usage). All of  these items are mastered in essay with very f ew errors, theref ore
eliminating f urther edit ing.

Writ ing is good and demonstrates understanding of  writ ing conventions ( grammar,
punctuation, spelling, capitalization, paragraph structure and usage). All of  these
items are mostly correct in essay with some errors, esp. in structure and usage.

Writ ing is f air and demonstrates understanding of  writ ing conventions ( grammar,
punctuation, spelling, capitalization, paragraph structure and usage). Proof reading is
needed to correct more obvious errors.

Writ ing is adequate and demonstrates some understanding of  writ ing conventions (
grammar, punctuation, spelling, capitalization, paragraph structure and usage).
Additional proof reading is needed to correct errors.

Writ ing is below average and demonstrates litt le knowledge of  writ ing conventions (
grammar, punctuation, spelling, capitalization, paragraph structure and usage).
Proof reading is needed to correct errors. Multiple errors in usage, structure,
punctuation, etc.

Writ ing is poor and does not demonstrate understanding of  writ ing conventions (
grammar, punctuation, spelling, capitalization, paragraph structure and usage).
Numerous errors in this category.
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